
PATRICK STAFF, GIBT 
ES EIN EMANZIPATORISCHES 

KÜNSTLERSELBST?

CAN THE 
“SELF” 
OF THE 
ARTIST BE 
EMANCIPATORY?
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We need to dispel the idea 
of the “self of the artist”  
as anything more than fluc-
tuating uses of social access 
and repetition. As artist  
Jesse Darling pointed out, 
every new generation of 
 artists is faced with the  
task of creating work that is 
 uncommodifiable, knowing 
that it will not remain so for 
long: “This is the cycle, the 
dance, the lie at the heart of 
the avant-garde, and every-
one knows it.” 
What we are left with, then, 
is always this problem of 
how to position yourself 
critically outside of strictly 
oppositional modes of en-
gagement. In the field of art, 
my priority is to repeatedly 
ask how we read the body 
within institutional sites and 
the spheres that feed into 
them. By design these spaces 
require a normalised body, 
whether that is one that ac-
quiesces as a means to gain 
access or one that is neu-
tralised by the process of its 
recuperation. Legitimisation 
is always dependent on an 
illegitimate. What is rendered 
by the unproductive body? 
What does refusing strength 
do? As a queer person, my 
gender identity has been 

made up of unbecomings, 
compromise, grief; this is  
a lived experience in oppo-
sition to the dominant 
 narrative of “becoming” or 
“self-realisation” that en-
ables one to live authentically 
– by which we mean freely. 
We know that the promise 
of being free – an impossi-
ble absolute in itself – from 
commodification and ex-
ploitation is always predicat-
ed on the commodification 
and exploitation of another, 
relying on countless unspo-
ken terms of able-bodied-
ness, mobility, and access. 
Like it or not, the language 
of productive emancipation 
is infused with an ideologi-
cal grab for power. It is 
necessary to refuse to coop-
erate with our own desires 
for  assimilation and con-
quest, to paraphrase Terre 
Thaemlitz, and to dispel, or 
at least declaw, the positive 
language of self-determina-
tion and strive for divest-
ments of power. 
The production and manage-
ment of the body under cap-
italism has evolved beyond 
dualisms of non-commer-
cial/commercial or free/ex-
ploited. Queer-theorist Paul 
B. Preciado has provided 

very necessary insight into 
how the management of 
subjectivity and identity is 
now related to the very ma-
teriality of the body itself 
and its somatic apparatus.  
I find myself preoccupied 
with constitution: affinities, 
plasticity, toxicities, nutri-
ents, and vitalities. This is 
not about seeing the world 
as a series of systems and 
codes, but rather about seep-
age and viscosity. This is 
 inherently challenging to 
historical allegiances and 
strategies that were depen-
dent on a material solidity 
and solidarity, and the  
terms which we have so far 
been dependent on. But to 
reframe our conditions as 
constitutional allows for 
possible expanded, distribu-
tive practices; more trans 
than post. The cross-polli-
nation and infection be-
tween bodies, ecosystems, 
and institutions. This begins 
to redefine subjectivity and 
temporality. What is inter-
esting about constitution is 
that everything becomes a 
question of relationship and 
care, dosage and tolerance; 
and reveals possible strate-
gies of counter-disciplines, 
malpractice and misuse.
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Patrick Staff ’s collaborative practice encompasses film, dance, and performance and looks at how countercultures and 
alternative communities exist within the mainstream. Staff was born in 1987 and lives in London and Los Angeles. 
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 (http://www.flashartonline.com/)

Patrick Staff, "The Foundation" (2015). Installation view at the Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane. Photography by Carl
Warner.

In a thirty-minute film, combining archival and observational footage, Staff focuses on the

internal spaces of the foundation’s Californian house to explore the construction and

contestation of queer masculine identities.

The artist sets a calm scene. A Labrador idles in the Craftsman-style bungalow. Wind chimes

tinkle in the background. Its residents seem at ease in their surroundings, a casual mix of

urbane domesticity and erotica where phallocentric images of buff men in leather have pride of

place. The cultural ideal of the home as a space that shelters and protects, in this case Tom’s

legacy (we are twice told to treat the foundation like a community center), mingles with the

more clinical act of archiving that involves organization, precision and documentation. The

film’s focus on the social construction of queer identities is revealing in that Staff invites us to

consider space as an active ingredient in this set of relations.

Stability collapses as the film progresses. Poised and effeminate, Staff performs a dance with an

older, bearded man. Their movements are suggestive but stiff. Though engaged, we are

unsettled by the suggestion they are acting out the desires of others. The older man becomes a

puppeteer, twisting a doll-like Staff into position. Later, he tells Staff’s character, “Don’t worry,

you’ll grow into it — being a man.” The unease underpinning Staff’s exploration of masculinity

carries through to the film’s climax. We are transported into the foundation’s archives, to a
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Patrick Staff Institute of Modern Art / Brisbane
Patrick Staff’s latest film installation, “The Foundation (http://www.ima.org.au/patrick-staff-the-

foundation/),” takes as its subject the organization set up to celebrate and archive the work of

popular homoerotic Finnish artist Touko Laaksonen (1920-1991), better known as Tom of

Finland (http://tomoffinlandfoundation.org/foundation/N_Home.html).

In a thirty-minute film, combining archival and observational footage, Staff focuses on the

internal spaces of the foundation’s Californian house to explore the construction and

contestation of queer masculine identities.

The artist sets a calm scene. A Labrador idles in the Craftsman-style bungalow. Wind chimes

tinkle in the background. Its residents seem at ease in their surroundings, a casual mix of

urbane domesticity and erotica where phallocentric images of buff men in leather have pride of

place. The cultural ideal of the home as a space that shelters and protects, in this case Tom’s

legacy (we are twice told to treat the foundation like a community center), mingles with the

more clinical act of archiving that involves organization, precision and documentation. The

film’s focus on the social construction of queer identities is revealing in that Staff invites us to

consider space as an active ingredient in this set of relations.

Stability collapses as the film progresses. Poised and effeminate, Staff performs a dance with an

older, bearded man. Their movements are suggestive but stiff. Though engaged, we are

unsettled by the suggestion they are acting out the desires of others. The older man becomes a

puppeteer, twisting a doll-like Staff into position. Later, he tells Staff’s character, “Don’t worry,

you’ll grow into it — being a man.” The unease underpinning Staff’s exploration of masculinity

carries through to the film’s climax. We are transported into the foundation’s archives, to a

fetish convention of sorts. The pace is frenetic. We are alienated in a crowded fairground.

The film ends quietly on a set constructed to invoke the foundation. Foam melts away to reveal

a limp soldier’s boot and a cheeky penis carved into the wood. Staff leaves us with a sense that

masculine representation is a minefield with many rooms to navigate. How fixed are our

identities in the end?

by Francesca Johanson
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Patrick Staff

CHISENHALE GALLERY , LONDON, UK

Patrick Staff, The Foundation, 2015, video still

The morning I visited the Chisenhale Gallery, the Guardian
published an interview with the gay British actor Russell Tovey, in
which he spoke proudly of avoiding growing-up effeminate, of
being made by his father to ‘toughen up’ and of crediting body-
building with restoring a sense of security after a homophobic
attack. The response of a friend of mine over Twitter – ‘Get fucked
Russell Tovey’ – was fairly representative of the reactions I read
online that day. What felt to Tovey like empowerment seemed to
other gay men like betrayal – his gym-honed body, unbeknownst
to him, a battleground.

The subject of Patrick Staff’s 30-minute film The Foundation
(2015) is the archive established in the one-time LA home of
homoerotic artist Tom of Finland, whose drawings of
pneumatically muscular, blissfully sexually confident beefcakes,
made from the mid-1940s until the artist’s death in 1991, retain a
formative place in gay iconography (and possibly to the ideal
Tovey pursues). Despite a recent upswing of ‘high-brow’ critical
interest in Finland’s art, which has been shown in exhibitions
such as LA MOCA’s 2014 ‘Bob Mizer & Tom of Finland’ and the
recently-closed ‘Early Work 1944 – 1972’ at David Kordansky
Gallery (with a major survey at Artists Space in New York
upcoming), Staff addresses its aesthetic afterlife only obliquely,
instead approaching the foundation itself as a microcosm of queer
social dynamics. Near the film’s start, during a posthumous
birthday party for Finland, the foundation’s director invites guests
to: ‘Treat this place as your community centre.’ These words are
repeated in an ensuing sequence by an older, ursine man, who
stands on a stage upon which he and Staff proceed to dance. The
older man sports a metal chain, while Staff wears a leather
harness over his bare, slim chest, striking a note of faint pathos –
as though his body were pursuing a fantasy it wasn’t designed for.
While their moves in this routine – all dead-eyed sass, hip-
swaying and crotch-thrusting – are identical, neither one seems to
lead, and the two figures don’t interact. I thought of the Roxy
Music lyric about revellers: ‘All together all alone.’

The sequence is followed by bright, airy shots of a life-drawing
class at the foundation, showing older and younger men hunched
at their boards while the model himself remains unseen. (Or
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herself? It seems unlikely.) In the following shot, Staff stands
docile, patches of ink on his skin, while his earlier dance partner
poses his arms, hands and neck. The passage suggests that
something is lost as well as gained when we learn to play along
and to submit to another’s gaze. When, at one moment, Staff
appears to be about to speak, for the first time, the camera cuts to
the older man, who declares: ‘You’ll grow into it, being a man’ – as
much a threat as reassurance.

Later in the film, deteriorated VHS footage shows the crowd at
some kind of Tom of Finland fetish convention. Dizzying close-
ups pick out a man shaving another’s head, one unzipping his jean
shorts, another taking to the stage in a gimp mask, as the
convention’s background noise reaches a screeching climax. (Up
to this point, the film’s soundtrack has mostly consisted of
occasional Noh-like rattles.) Frankly, I found the scene a source of
panic rather than pride – I could recognize the gathering of a
community, for sure, but without feeling it had a place for me.

To quote Roxy Music again: ‘Loneliness is a crowded room.’
Staff’s film is all about rooms. Moving rhythmically between dark
enclosures and brightly lit spaces, his crowded, decentred
compositions, some footage of which was shot on iPhones, render
the foundation’s physical structure as a procession of primal,
affective spaces. Artists from Tom Burr to Richard Healey have
explored the mapping of sexual identity onto interior space, but
Staff breaks fresh ground by connecting the architectural
metaphor to the specific problems of the group – evincing, to put
it simply, that to be inside one room you have to be outside
another, that including means excluding and that to identify is
also, necessarily, to disidentify. As a queer, trans, male artist, Staff
doesn’t decry that situation, but rather limns its movements. The
film shows, with striking honesty and tact, how the stage is set.
How will you dance?

Matthew McLean
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A Structural Idea
of Fluidity

LONDON

Litmus Shuffle, Patrick Staff and Cara Tolmie, Performance, 2014. 
Courtesy: the artist and Cara Tolmie. Photo: Andy Crouch
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A  C O N V E R S AT I O N  B E T W E E N  G I L  L E U N G  A N D  P AT R I C K  S T A F F

Through a wide range of media from video to installation, performance to publishing, Patrick Staff—often 
in collaboration with other artists, but also historians, actors and dancers—explores the social spaces, repre-
sentations and self-representations of queer individuality, the influence of capitalism and neoliberalism on 
identity, counter-cultures and various alternative forms of community. In this conversation with Gil Leung, 
Staff illustrates in detail his recent video project, a dialogue with the Tom of Finland Foundation in Los An-

geles, and its complex underpinnings.

Patrick Staff So in the past I feel like my work was more utilising a queer 
methodology, rather than being explicitly queer in terms of content. I thought 
about my life and grounding in a very present queer community; friends, col-
laborators and lovers in my work; projects such as Chewing Gum for the Social 
Body 1, A Factory As It Might Be 2, various collaborative projects, as queered in 

their organisation, in their influences. But this 
is the first time I’ve put queer identity—spe-
cifically mine—front and centre. The video 
project I am working on at the moment is 
produced largely in a sort of dialogue with 
the Tom of Finland Foundation in LA. It is 
really embedded in a particular history of 
queer culture, and one of increasing main-
stream visibility of non-mainstream subjects, 
alongside less tangible movements. So I am 
interested in using my identity, not because 
it’s unique, but to try to use it as a crowbar 

in a way, to prise open a particular lineage. To see what happens when shifting 
identities interface community, structure, organisation. Or perhaps in another 
way, I am thinking about how queer intergenerational relations are determined 
by historical materials.

Gil Leung For sure, I think that is something I constantly return to, this 
relationship, or my relationship, to past counter-cultural moments or models 
of resistance, and the inevitable sort of fixing of those movements, becoming 
mainstream as you mentioned. Though at the same time—and maybe this is 
the one of the issues—I feel like those hard binaries between mainstream and 
underground culture are no longer as relevant. So there is always this problem 
of how to position yourself critically outside of strictly oppositional modes of 
engagement, how to move.

ps  For me those issues are specific to generational shifts in context and dis-
course, as well as this kind of issue of fixity. Part of what interested me in begin-
ning to formulate a work in relation to the Tom Foundation is how it is struc-
tured—a home, libidinal space, archive, office. The public-facing organisation, 
the relatively privately functioning community space. And as you say, the terse 
line between mainstream and underground, and then an increasingly public or-
ganisation, what is deemed legitimate and illegitimate. This runs parallel to the 
trajectory of the majority of images held in the archive, of very particular gay 
male bodies. My experience of that place is so thick and heavy with representa-
tion. On the one hand, it is a very male, masculine-oriented scene which my 
queer, trans identity really presses against. On the other, our political affini-
ties—and particularly an opposition to certain mainstream homonationalist3 
politics of inclusion and equality—tend to bind us. Yet something I’ve tried to 

negotiate, or been confronted with by men of 
an older generation, is the suggestion that not 
being a cisgendered gay man feels, in a way, 
like a disavowal of a certain lineage and gen-
eration towards which we have a responsibil-
ity. By which I mean a younger generation’s 
responsibility to a generation largely consti-

tuted of the dead. So perhaps what is at stake, generationally, is a reading of 
queerness, and maybe in that sense a different politics in terms of responsibility.

gl  I think, regarding that point about disavowal, there is always this issue 
with the critique of critique, though that often can tend towards conservatism. I 
always feel like it is important to question the assumptions that lurk underneath 
a lot of liberal politics, ones about the default demos of collaboration or the de 
facto hierarchy of the institution, not because I dismiss them or because I disa-
gree per se, but more about how an entrenched critical position can sometimes 

put a stop to the energy it initially created. At the same time, in doing so, I have 
a near constant moribund fear of being conservative, about some sort of inevi-
table complicity.

ps  And that is why discourse is so important between generations as well, 
because it creates a space for that discussion to take place. From what position 
do we critique? Am I a child of this moment, or am I an inheritor of it, and 
how do these positions change my critique? For a younger generation, queer-
ness is interstitial, mutable and contingent, and in that sense it questions a lot 
of the alternative communities that the same younger generation comes out of, 
criticises and also still belongs to. It breaks the family line of a fixed identity 
politics, perhaps with a structural idea of fluidity. I wanted to feel out that space 
in this work.
 
gl  Potentially that applies in terms of practice as well. Often there are po-

litical allegiances culturally and historically as-
signed to specific media or nominalistic deter-
minations of labour, and as such there is a resist-
ance to practices that move between these, es-
pecially in terms of ones that produce less meas-
urable outcomes4. So that fluidity can seem like 
a lack of commitment, whereas to me it allows 
for a more expanded, distributive practice, more 
trans than post. And I think there is a resistance 
to that which is about the terms of value, about 

what can and can’t be measured or made legible, and also what responsibilities 
we have in terms of that access.

ps  Absolutely. I think my work with video has always tried to grapple with 
this, at times occupying an uncomfortable position. There is this tension be-
tween a desire to preserve solidarity, especially in terms of community fre-
quently creating another conservatism, and an attempt to maintain this fluid-
ity. For me, and frequently in my work, this plays out in these scenarios of 
friction between collectivity and freedom, freedom and discipline. Not only 
as abstract relations but bodily organization, as a set of physical attributes of 
a body politic, the literal attributes of physical bodies, or the marginalized in 
a disciplinary society, in organisational structures. And I mean that in terms 
of my inheritance, the (queer) family line, how or whether we can imagine a 
future. Queerness as “an ideality that can be distilled from the past and used 
to imagine a future”5. I think we are always in the midst of death, and the 

spectre of replacement, as queer people. 
Our own histories—AIDS in particular—
become gentrified, institutionalised. Again, 
this is something drawing me to the Tom 

Foundation as a nexus for these questions. Where do we end up? Maybe that is 
why there is such a strong drive to try to reconnect with an older generation, 
to answer that question.

gl This reminds me this brilliant film I watched the other day called 
Milestones by Robert Kramer and John Douglas from 19756. It is all about the 
intergenerational relationships between these parents who had children dur-

ing or just after the war and these kids who 
are now making alternative communities 
and raising their children together, trying to 
find other ways of living but getting pulled 
back to definition or forwards to absence. 
And there is this constant question not only 

of what we do now, but also of what do we do after, after that counter-move, 
after that shift, how to keep moving, keep that fluidity, when we have respon-
sibilities or a lack of them.

1. Patrick Staff, Chewing Gum for the 
Social Body, The Tanks, Tate Modern, 
UK, 26th October, 8pm, 2012. http://
www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tanks-
tate-modern/film-music-and-live-
performance/patrick-staff-chewing-
gum-social-body

2. Patrick Staff, A Factory As It Might Be 
(Bournville), International Project Space, 
Birmingham, February-May 2013.  
http://internationalprojectspace.org/

3. See Jasbir K. Puar, Terrorist 
Assemblages: Homonationalism in Queer 
Times, Duke University Press, 2007. 
http://www.jasbirpuar.com/terrorist-
assemblages/

4. See Eric Golo Stone, "Responding 
to the Relations and Conditions of 
Exhibitions: The ‘Services’ Working-
Group Discussion Forum", Afterall, 
Issue 35, 2014. http://www.afterall.
org/journal/issue.35/responding-
to-the-relations-and-conditions-of-
exhibitions_the_services_working-
group-discussion-foru

5. Jose Esteban Munoz, Cruising Utopia: 
The Then and There of Queer Futurity, 
New York University Press, 2009.

6. Robert Kramer and John Douglas, 
Milestones, 1975, N.Y. Cinema Co., 
USA. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=yinwf2lkm8w. Thanks  
to Ben Cook for the recommendation.
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Chains 3, 2014. Courtesy: the artist

ps Definitely. You can feel that at the Tom of Finland Foundation as well. 
Much like LUX’s predecessor the London Filmmakers Co-operative, it was 

established as a co-operative and now oper-
ates as a collection7. The house was bought 
collectively by a group of men, leather guys. 
In various ways it acted as a lynchpin for that 
community. You know, it has a fully function 
dungeon, still used. But increasingly it be-
came wrapped up in Tom of Finland, Touko 
Laaksonen8 himself, also as an artist and his 
work, his legacy—shifting into becoming a 
foundation and archive for his work. Though 
it still has that community centre feel to it. In 
many ways it fits into the paradigm of a dying 

culture of porno cinemas and bookshops, one that is culturally and geographi-
cally specific, but also part of a gentrification of queer spaces more broadly. At 
the same time, the younger generation that most frequent the house are trans, 
trans men in particular, queer. There is a different set of politics being brought 
to that space now, coalescing there largely because the material archive of Tom 
of Finland is in such wide cultural circulation, way beyond the Foundation 
itself. Its meaning, its implications, go way beyond what’s contained by that 
building. So there is this question of where it goes now, how it will be recon-
stituted, while at the same time this duty of preservation exists, so for instance 
the house itself as a listed building, as a community centre and so on. There is 
this distributed identity that is global and inclusive, and simultaneously this pull 
to self-replicate and conserve in a very local way. Which is a strange combina-
tion, an affinity and not, on this knife ’s edge between liberatory collectivity and 
conservative self-preservation.

gl  Certainly these ideas of family, foundation and so on have institutional 
tones as well. It is interesting to try to map contemporary interstitial politics 
onto the an older model of institutional critique. Because in a way, the alter-
native communities that were formed in the early Seventies were about with-
drawal, about finding new ways to live outside and to be together, as alternative 
families and structures.  So there is this notion of independence, but there is 

another critical mode that is more about intervention than isolation, of pressure 
groups and utilising existing structures in order to enact change, about signal-
ling an exclusion rather than making a withdrawal. The politics of institutional 
critique come out of both these sort of positions, the issue being that those op-
positions then shape and fix the terms of engagement. And yes, definitely, I 
think now it is much more about that sort of area of affinity, plasticity, a non-
identity politics or something.

 ps  That alternation between a kind of naïve quest for freedom and ending 
up in the gutter of its opposite. I want to look at how that scene constitutes a 
body, my body in some ways, on which subjectivity is constructed and de-

constructed, which carries to this question 
of which bodies therein are abled and disa-
bled, legitimate and illegitimate. This has 
been prevalent in my longer-form research 
project Scaffold see Scaffold 9, and my dance 
works: how neoliberalism imagines and 
composes embodied identities, this ques-
tion of constitution in its sites of production 
equally to its representation. In the context 
of the Foundation, with this excess of images 
and their reproduction, I became transfixed 
by the materials—dense pencil drawings of 
skin, leather and denim on paper, stored in 

safes, in a 100-year-old wooden house occupied by men in the same leather 
and denim of the drawings. And in myself I am constituted, perhaps, through 
what Beatriz Preciado refers to as a “low-tech transgender identity composed 
of dildos, texts and moving images”10.

gl  That question of how these materials constitute the body, I think, to po-
sition the body in relation to the institution, be that family or foundation or 
organisation, very often is consumed by an issue of legitimacy maybe—how 
much am I part of this? Does this make me who I am? And so on. But if we are 
to go with this idea that we are constituted, at least in part, by these historical 
materials and structures, I think there is another problem that is harder to deal 
with, about how much does my body constitute? What can we make of this? 
Because very often, the attempt is to delegitimize the institution as an author-
ity, which is then in turn revalidated by this process. To look at both parties as 
bodies, personal and organisational structures, it becomes no longer a question 
of being anti-institutional or deconstructing anything, but of a constitutional 
relationship, in terms of legal and material bodies. It then perhaps becomes an 
issue of care, of responsibility to deal with these materials, in terms of intimacy, 
of what it means to be in a relationship with someone.

ps  Working with the Foundation, I very much came to the project thinking 
about trying to get inside or deconstruct this structure in some way and work 
out how I fitted into it. But coming out of that, I feel much more aligned to 
what you are talking about in a way, to how I am constructing, even fabricating 
the materials. And how I am now so personally wrapped up in this community, 
without the distance that enables you to take something apart. And so I guess 
The Foundation project deals with that through the film I am working on, in 
that it shifts between these very static compositional images of the Foundation 
which are highly framed and lit, and this choreographic scene between myself 
and older man shot in a sort of spatial set of the house we constructed in the 
gallery at Spike Island. And again in terms of the installation, placing this video 
within and in relation to the detritus of construction, technologies of archive 
and display, the registers of video and the duration of theatre, with something 
of an essay film but also one that bodily resists that mode, or remains closed. 
In a way it is the least collaborative work I have made, but it implicitly carries 
a much larger set of exchanges. So there is again this attempt at something that 
can be built and rearranged, contingent, between fluidity and fixity. 

7. See http://lux.org.uk/about/about-
lux on the history of LUX and the London 
Filmmakers Co-operative. Patrick Staff 
was Patrick Staff the inaugural White 
Building / LUX Residency Artist 2014 
and member of the LUX Associate Artist 
programme 2010-2011

8. Touko Laaksonen (8 May 1920-7 
November 1991), best known by his 
pseudonym Tom of Finland. http://
tomoffinlandfoundation.org/foundation/
touko.html

9. Patrick Staff, Scaffold see Scaffold, in 
collaboration with Opening Doors London 
Physical Study Group DreamArts and 
choreographer and performer Hamish 
MacPherson, The Showroom, London, 
2014. http://www.theshowroom.org/
participation.html?id=1672  

10. Beatriz Preciado, Testo Junkie: 
Sex, Drugs and Biopolitics in the 
Pharmacopornographic Era, translated 
by Bruce Benderson, THE FEMINIST 
PRESS CUNY, 2013. http://www.
feministpress.org/books/beatriz-
preciado/testo-junkie

* The Foundation is commissioned by Chisenhale Gallery, London; 
Spike Island, Bristol; Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane; and 
Contemporary Art Gallery, Vancouver. Co-produced by Chisenhale 
Gallery, London and Spike Island, Bristol.
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The Foundation (production stills)*, 2014. Courtesy: the artist. Photo: © Max McClure
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Queering the Tom of Finland Foundation
by Francesco Dama on March 31, 2015

Patrick Staff, “The Foundation” (2014), film still, commissioned by Chisenhale Gallery, London; Spike Island,
Bristol; Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane; and Contemporary Art Gallery, Vancouver. Co-produced by Chisenhale
Gallery, London and Spike Island, Bristol (all images courtesy the artist)

LONDON — When artist Patrick Staff visited for the Tom of Finland Foundation in Los Angeles for
the first time, in the summer of 2012, he was expecting to find the usual, sober atmosphere of an
archive. What he came across there instead was so different from his expectations that he felt the
need to create something out of the experience.

Back in 1984, Finnish artist Touko Laaksonen, aka Tom of Finland (1920–1991), established the
foundation with his friend Durk Dehner in their house, with the original purpose of preserving and
promoting Tom’s vast catalogue of work along with other homoerotic art. Through the years the
foundation has kept its original character; in Staff’s words: “a sort of leather cooperative, commune,
brotherhood, sex space.” The place is still home for Dehner himself and other friends, while
also hosting events, including life drawing workshops and parties. The foundation’s atmosphere is
dominated by a marked homoeroticism and by a precise idea of male identity largely constructed on
and influenced by Tom of Finland’s works.

Kake, Tom’s personal hero and main character, is the embodied symbol of this constructed idea of
hyper-masculinity: a muscular, mustached leatherman, he is a powerful reaction to the stereotype of
the effeminate gay man popular until the 1970s. He travels the world riding his motorbike, looking for
occasional sexual encounters with other equally ridiculously huge men.

The impact of Tom of Finland’s work on the gay community has been so great that even today, two
generations after Tom’s, there’s hardly any young gay man who doesn’t know who he was. His
imagery has been influential for decades now, shaping desires and sexual fantasies. Moreover, the
upcoming unauthorised biographical movie, last year’s exhibition at MOCA, Los Angeles, and the
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series of stamps featuring his drawings, are all clear symptoms that the cultural industry has
managed to completely digest Tom of Finland’s erotic imagery, once considered shocking if not
obscene.

Patrick Staff, “The Foundation” (2014), film still

Staff, who identifies himself as transgender, couldn’t possibly be farther from the strict sexual identity
typical of Tom of Finland’s legacy. “[After my visit] I began to think much more about my identity and
the dichotomy of being queer, identifying as trans, and trying to understand my relationship to the
home of a certain kind of image masculinity,” he said.

When the artist returned to London, he couldn’t stop thinking about the foundation, and he decided
to sketch out a proposal for a film. It took a whole year before the artist could go back to LA again.
During that time, Staff tried to understand his relationship with the place and the community living
there, deciding he wouldn’t make something as straightforward as a documentary.

The resulting work is The Foundation, a film installation premiering at Chisenhale Gallery, London,
and co-commissioned with Spike Island, Bristol, Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane and
Contemporary Art Gallery, Vancouver.

Structurally, the film is divided into two interconnected halves. The first part, shot at the foundation
during Staff’s time at the house, is an almost anthropological documentary. Here the artist focuses
on the foundation’s décor and the ubiquitous erotic drawings on the walls, using long takes that allow
the gaze to linger on objects and furniture, framing the ambient light and the ever-present dust
floating in the air. Human presence is denied in these intimate images with the only exception of the
drawn bodies, suggesting melancholic thoughts.

In more informal footage, Staff underlines the nature of the place — the set of relations involved
there and, at times, its queerness: we watch the community living at the foundation, talking and
eating amongst themselves. In a visually complicated sequence — one of the best of the video — a
group of friends sings “Happy Birthday” in the dark, while an 8mm gay porno movie is projected on
the chest of a man wearing a t-shirt with the Finnish flag printed on it.
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Patrick Staff, “The Foundation” (2014), production still (photo by Andy Keate)

At times, sequences from the second half also verge on documentary. Staff shot these scenes in the
form of a recorded performance at Spike Island, Bristol. In this playful footage, the artist recreates his
experience at the foundation through experimental, theatrical choreography.

Though the stage resembles the Tom of Finland home, it’s different — it’s a safe space. The artist
needed a neutral space to develop his work and it’s indicative that in one scene he shows himself
setting up the stage of his performance, stressing the fact that he is working in another space, which
is his own.

In these scenes, Staff performs and interacts with the body of an older actor: “very much the type of
man you would meet at the foundation […] he’s a bit of a daddy, he hangs out in those scenes and
so he could be it.” They look at each other, they touch each other. One of the sequences shows the
artist wearing false eyelashes and a leather harness, performing with the full-bodied actor the same
set of movements, simultaneously. The elegance and fluidity of Staff’s moves contrast with the
rigidity and slight clumsiness of his older counterpart. While the actor personifies confident gender
identity (in particular, the very kind shaped by Tom of Finland’s works), the artist’s body is at once
continuously forming and transforming.
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Patrick Staff, “The Foundation” (2014), production still (photo by Andy Keate)

Staff here claims a gender fluidity that is rarely taken into account by the collective. “Society grants
us very little freedom in our gender. I’ am always in relation to you,’ which means the potential for
flexibility around my gender identifications is only malleable or fluid as you’ will allow, to paraphrase
Terre Thaemlitz.”

The very props worn by Staff speak to the gender collapse that his body represents: the eyelashes, a
symbol of female identity, clash against the leather gear, a fetishist object of accentuated virility.
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LONDON

ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS
A  C O N V E R S AT I O N  B E T W E E N  O L I V I A  P L E N D E R  &  P AT R I C K  S T A F F

Beyond Former Heaven (Part One; Physical), 
video by Aileen Burns, Roy Caussy, Jacqueline 
Hoang Nguyen, Richard Ibghy, Marilou Lemmens, 
Candice Lin, Johan Lundh, Denver Lynxleg, 
Rodrigo Marti, Bronwen Moen, Laurita Siles, 
Robin Simpson, Patrick Staff, Sofia Törnblad, 
Olivia Plender, Lisa Visser, Antoni Wojtyra, 
Juliane Zelwies, Unnar Örn. Banff Centre, 
2010. Courtesy: the artists

Alongside their individual practices, Olivia Plender and 
Patrick Staff have worked on a number of projects together 
since 2010. On this occasion, they discuss these projects 
and the techniques they have borrowed from theatre, dance, 
anthropology and activism to build a methodology for 
collaborative work.
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Olivia Plender Perhaps we should start in 2010, when we first worked to-
gether at the Banff Centre in Canada. In retrospect, I think this was an impor-
tant period for both of us, in the work we do together and also in our personal 
practices. Beyond Former Heaven (or the Institute for Surrealist Ethnography) 
was a thematic residency I was leading, which involved inviting 15 artists to 
take part in a collaborative and experimental programme over the course of the 
summer. At that time I was interested in the British social science project Mass 
Observation (which started in 1937) and its combining of anthropology and 
Surrealism, which became a fruitful framework within which to think about 
artistic research. I was also thinking about the idea of mutual education and 
different utopian communities from the early 20th century, in particular Monte 
Verità in Switzerland, as it was often interdisciplinary and brought together a 
wide range of figures from Rudolf Laban to Max Weber, as well as occultists 
and life reform thinkers. But what was it that attracted you to participate in the 
project at Banff?    

Patrick Staff Beyond Former Heaven definitely came at an important moment 
for me, as I had increasingly been working with performance and theatre but 
was becoming dissatisfied with being a solo artist. Though I had been tentative-
ly working with others artistically—and much more so in activism—I really 
wanted to throw myself into artistic attempts at collaboration and collectivity. 
The references and practitioners you mentioned chimed with others I had been 
interested in at the time: Augusto Boal and Jerzy Grotowski, as well as cross-
overs between theatre and anthropology and even Fassbinder-style ideas of an 
anti-theatre. The Monte Verità connection was also a draw for me, but perhaps 
more in relation to “hippy” culture and its links to anarchism, magic and the oc-
cult, which are often marginalised practices or histories. I was wanting to find a 
space where these things were going to be seen as legitimate concerns.  

op At that time I had only recently started doing collaborative projects and the 
difficulty was always finding techniques for how to make decisions collectively 
and how to work together. The whole culture of the visual arts—art school and 
the training you get, as well as residencies and commissions—is centred around 
the solo artist and there seem to be very few support structures for working in 
groups. It was exciting to bring together artists who also had backgrounds in very 
different disciplines, as the group in Banff included people trained in economics, 
dance, biology and even someone who had been initiated into Santeria in Cuba. 
It was great to spend the summer testing out very different collaborative pro-
cesses and research methods from academic as well as less “legitimate” fields. 

ps This idea of performance being a form of research became important for 
me during Beyond Former Heaven, something that’s been present in your previ-
ous works. 

op I have done work that has involved borrowing methods from social-history 
and anthropology, such as archival research or participant observation of dif-
ferent social movements or religious groups. I have always seen these activities 
as a kind of performance on my part, a role-playing game based on adopting 
different modes of address in order to question the “voice of authority”. We’re 
both very interested in performance and share a self-reflexive approach, but 
since we started collaborating with each other, theatre has become a lot more 
important as it offers a lot of techniques for working in groups. For me, our 
subsequent project Life in the Woods (2011) enabled us to develop some kind of 
methodology. We were commissioned to make a film on the history of “folk” 
culture, but we didn’t want to focus on figures like Cecil Sharpe, who in the 
19th century documented what he perceived to be the dying traditions of rural 
England. Instead we started with the history of the idea of going “back to na-
ture” and the recent legacies of the commune movement in the UK, which has 
had something of a revival since the 2008 financial crisis. Subsequently the film 
was made in collaboration with 15 or so people from various alternative com-
munities across the UK.

ps Looking for an alternative system—having to think about how you’re go-
ing to structure your life amidst massive disillusionment—mirrors our focus 
on collaborative structures as an alternative way of working. It feels like a par-
ticularly pertinent moment to be looking at different communes and alternative 
groups, and those that we visited varied hugely. The free festival movement in 
the 1980s and its relationship to what Thatcher was doing at the time, and what 
she did to that movement, also became an important reference for me, and felt 
like a productive space within which to think about alternative forms of congre-
gation taking place outside of the regulated spheres of interaction. Again this 
has come to the fore since the financial crisis. I wonder if you could talk a bit 
about our working with people from the Pagan community, amongst others?

op Building the group was such an interesting process. Because we were look-
ing for people who had a relationship to the idea of going “back to nature”, as 

well as experience of working collaboratively, we ended up including people 
from community theatre backgrounds, queer feminists who identified as witch-
es, folk dancers, an environmental activist, as well as an academic historian. 
When we were researching the witchcraft scene in the UK for Life in the Woods I 
definitely started to think about it as an alternative system of knowledge produc-
tion. Generally, in the British context, the people who get into these communities 
are people who are somehow excluded from the mainstream, or have some sort 
of feeling of outsiderness which might come from sexuality, gender or class. 

ps For me, it was really interesting to work with the folk dancers as part of 
Life in the Woods, since they place particular emphasis on how stories are told, 
or how certain events are historicised and how that knowledge circulates among 
communities. And I suppose I see that as a very alternative way of thinking 
about historiography. 

The other really important part of the project for me was the role of filmmaking 
and the fact that everyone was given a basic crash course in camera training; 
it was key that the role of documenting the project was a shared responsibility. 
The idea of making a film together was constantly there as a common endeav-
our to negotiate. A lot of my interest in filmmaking comes from it being an 
entity that provides stickiness in a situation, something to work through. Col-
lectivising filmmaking also becomes a way of thinking about how hierarchy 
functions within a group, and whether hierarchy can be shifted or eradicated 
through filmmaking. Could it even be a non-hierarchical process? The Brit-
ish anarchist writer Colin Ward talked about a form of hierarchy that is just 
constantly shifting—it might arrive when needed, a structure emerges, but it 
happens comfortably and then it dissolves once it’s not needed anymore, and 
when needed again an entirely different hierarchy might emerge. And so on. 
Would you say, though, that our original intentions might have been somewhat 
more utopian?

op I think that we started out with quite an idealistic view of how this, or any 
group, would operate, and then just through the process of doing a few col-
laborative projects it became clear that we had to move away from the idea of 
the non-hierarchical space towards the kind of shifting hierarchy that Ward 
describes. In projects such as Life in the Woods or Beyond Former Heaven where 
you convene a group of people to work together, there ’s always the anxiety 
around representation—not wanting to feel like the “bad” anthropologist in 
search of cultural booty to use in order to advance your career back home. We 
started a discussion around some of these issues, by involving the whole group 
in how the film was edited and agreeing on the group’s common ownership of 
the footage. But it’s always a question that needs to be asked.

ps I found this process really important in terms of how I think about being an 
artist who works with film and video. The edit that you craft out of that shared 
footage is just one version, one interpretation, it’s not definitive. Thinking back 
to my time as an associate artist at LUX, I remember that this approach created 
a lot of (probably productive) anxiety. It might be seen as deliberately pull-
ing the rug out from under the institution’s collection and historicising of this 
work, which is also perhaps viewed as a form of self-sabotage.

op That is true to an extent, it’s deliberately going against a market logic. The 
myth of the auteur in filmmaking is so strong, but everyone knows that in real-
ity films are made through collaboration. 

ps I think to some degree it also deals with an anxiety around us being the rep-
resentatives of this work within the institution. To share raw footage of a col-
laboratively filmed piece between many participants and keep open the option 
of multiple edits is a way to try to resist the pervasive and pernicious practices 
of restricting the availability, distribution or reproducibility of the work. The 
creation of static art objects and the need to be able to constantly pinpoint a 
sole author is a tool of marketability. Film/video is a mutable, moveable thing; 
it degrades, it’s just light in projection; it contains huge amounts of shifting 
information.

op My drive as an artist is to communicate—I want to share ideas with audi-
ences, with people I don’t know or wouldn’t be able to reach on my own, and 
institutions give artists like us access to a wider public. I wouldn’t want the film 
or the project to stop at the level of the participants, so then it’s necessary to 
figure out strategies for dealing with these power dynamics. 

ps The dissemination of work is incredibly important to me and this is one of 
the key reasons why I work with video. I guess I always think of ways in which 
to resist a sense of fixity in my work. To always keep emphasising the fact that a 
cinema is a live and social space, a theatre is a live a social space, and an exhibi-
tion can also be a social and living moment in which to present art works. 
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Life in the Woods, video by Daniel 
Bower, Red Chidgey, Ade Clarke, William 
Clarke, Jesse Darling, Richard Dowling, 
Zia Dowling- Haigh, June Gillert, Amy 
James, Michael Mertens, Jamie Partridge, 
Olivia Plender, Natalie Raven, Hester 
Reeve, Yerang Seong, Patrick Staff, Sofia 
Törnblad. Commissioned by Radar, 2011. 
Courtesy: the artists. 
Photo: Julian Hughes

Below, left – Olivia Plender, Machine 
Shall be the Slave of Man, but We Will Not 
Slave for the Machine, Tate Triennial, 
Tate Britain, 2009. Courtesy: the artist

Below, right – Patrick Staff, A Factory 
as it Might Be, installation view, 
International Project Space, Birmingham, 
2013. Courtesy: the artist

Opposite – Patrick Staff, Chewing Gum For 
the Social Body, The Tanks, Tate Modern 
2012. Courtesy: the artist
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op There ’s also of course the question of intellectual property. Within the 
context of the knowledge economy and so-called ‘creative industries’, social 
life and experience can become commodities.  

ps The anxiety of “whose is it” is a recurring question for us, but I think it’s 
completely internalised in the society we live in: what belongs to whom? Who 
has the most right to those objects? I realised it’s something I’m constantly 
negotiating, whether it’s in the choices I make in my living situation or as an 
artist and how I work with others. We’ve both used the “workshop” format 
regularly in our work, and it’s a format that in my own work and in our col-
laborative practice has become increasingly important as a model. We are both 
interested in games, play and amateur activities and how these techniques may 
travel through various groups and situations and how this methodology ad-
dresses a knowledge economy, or forms of anti-knowledge or unlearning. I’ve 
been teaching art students recently in London, developing a module for stu-
dents that’s not assessed or graded, and the aim was to develop this idea of the 
workshop and encourage collaborative practice—seeking out experimentation 
and play in a valid way. And with these students we often use models taken 
from political theatre or from dance and experimental filmmaking. 

op The workshop format is useful as a way of collapsing the moment of re-
search into the moment of production into the moment of reception. It shifts 
the relationship between artist and audience in an interesting way. Equally, it’s 
worth acknowledging that it’s a format that has been co-opted by management 
culture, as workshops can be seen to provide controlled spaces of risk-taking 
that can potentially lead to new knowledge or ideas from which value can be ex-
tracted. It’s amazing to see companies using some of the techniques of left-wing 
theatre practitioners, such as Augusto Boal, for such different aims to those for 
which they were originally developed. We have to be constantly aware of the 
problematic conditions of the economy in which we live, but I still have an in-
vestment in these formats because a management training event and the kind of 
workshop that we are interested in mean very different things.  

ps The workshop opens up a space in which you can explore how knowledge 
is circulated and controlled. A lot of my recent work, including my current 
exhibition at International Project Space and the performance I did last year 
as part of the Tate Tanks programme, has been about discipline and the body, 
and in a wider and more abstract sense questions how austerity and economic 
changes, educational and working conditions, policing and ideas of resistance 

are internalised physically. The Tanks performance, Chewing Gum for the Social 
Body, was developed by working with structures from improvisational dance. 
My interest is in pulling at the skill set that a dancer has and how their move-
ment creates a heightened sense of awareness of being in that room at that mo-
ment. There ’s a tension or an energy that can spread from a group of dancers to 
an audience—similar to how knowledge and experiences are shared, or the way 
that energy swells in moments of mass congregation—and this is then disci-
plined. For me it goes back to your point about art schools focusing on the indi-
vidual; the workshop format really counters that. We’ve spoken about this pre-
viously in relation to radical pedagogy, such as to the writings of Paulo Freire.

op Yes, Freire talks about a banking model of education in his book Peda-
gogy of the Oppressed and it ’s quite a useful metaphor for thinking about a 
conservative structure in which the teacher is seen to deposit information in 
the student, as if knowledge is something you can accumulate in a pile, like 
money. Obviously mutual education is based on sharing and a different idea 
of knowledge, which is more relational. But it ’s interesting to hear you men-
tion the body because I was not particularly interested in thinking about it 
until we started our collaborative projects. There ’s something about working 
in groups that is very physical, about being physically present in a space and 
being allowed to touch each other. There ’s also the emotional side of working 
in a group. For artists like us, schooled in conceptual art and institutional cri-
tique, emotions are almost a taboo topic, the irrational realm of expressionists, 
but as soon as you start working collaboratively you have to figure out what 
you can do with them.

ps One thing I think is important to mention is that all the methodologies that 
we use—workshops, dance, theatre structures—are not techniques that we 
have personally devised. I always refer back to Steve Paxton and his develop-
ment of Contact Improvisation. He devised it as a social dance that even an 
untrained dancer could participate in, and potentially do “as well as” a profes-
sional dancer. It’s often seen as a hippy thing, but the fact that Paxton let it go 
and claims no ownership of it is totally radical. It has such value...

op Politically...

ps Yes, exactly. It’s really important to me that we acknowledge that these are 
methodologies we only borrow, and that they are always available to others to 
use, however they wish. 


